We study false-vacuum decay in context of generalized extended inflationaxy theories, and compute the bubble nucleation rates for these theories in the limit of GN ---* O. We find that the time dependence of the nucleation rate can be ezponentially strong through the time dependence of the Jordan-BransDicke field. This can have a pronounced effect on whether extended inflation can be successfutly implemented.
Here we have written the action in the Jordan Conformal Frame, where Newton's conin a form that resembles Jordan-Brans-Dicke, and the question of whether it is the gravity sector or the scalar sector that one is modifying is a matter of taste. stant G N is replaced by the JBD field ¢ in the curvature term. The field _r is the inflaton field and its potential has a metastable (false-vacuum) minimum at tr --_rFv.
The simplest coupling functions can be of the form
To ensure that our theory reduces to general relativity in the appropriate limit, we require where the overbars denote quantities in the Einstein conformal frame, and fl-_ = 167rGjv&. The action written as above in the Einstein frame reveals that if we want to freeze out gravitational effects, we must also freeze out the evolution of the ¢ field during the bounce. This is due to the fact that we are taking the GN --* 0 limit and ¢o oc GN -_/2, where _ = exp(_/_0). We remind the reader that this might very well be considered the starting point for extended inflation, without recourse to the Jordan-Brans-Dicke action.
We define a new field
In this case one must still ignore the evolution of _ in calculating the bounce.
Although this might very well be a good approximation, there is no systematic reason for doing so unless the _ field is of gravitational origin, in which case it may safely be ignored in the GN -4 0 limit as discussed above.
To calculate the bubble nucleation rate (per unit physical three volume)
we need to calculate the bounce action, B, and the prefactor,
If we rescale the coordinates to _g(_) _== /-T6 ==
we can rewrite the action of Eq. (7)
where So is the Euclidean action of the standard theory (i.e., the action of Eq. (5) with = 1). Clearly_ this implies that the bounce configuration _rB is related to the bounce of the theory containing _B:
,,,,(=)= _,,(v/g(_)l/(_)=).
The bounce action is
where B0 is the (_-independent) bounce action calculated for the theory with _ = 1 (_b = 0). The fact that the coupling of _b into the action of Eq. (7) can be factored out by means of coordinate rescaling is essential in enabling us to carry out our calculation.
The prefactor A from Eq. (8)is given by [16] det = gC_)o_,C_/gC_)lf(_).), (15) i.e., @s ( Hence, the nucleation rate in the Einstein frame is
Now we may find the nucleation rate in the Jordan frame.
Recall that exp(¢/_b0) = 16a'GNq_, and that the nucleation rate in the Jordan frame is related to that in the Einstein frame by
and Bo are 6 independent and depend only upon the inflaton potential. B0 is dimensionless, while .4 has mass dimension 4.
For the simple power-law coupling functions in Eq. (2), we have
In the original extended inflation model m = rt = 0, and in the Jordan frame the nucleation rate is time independent, although it is time dependent in the Einstein frame (as discussed in [13] ). However, in dimensionally reduced theories, the generic form has m and n different from zero [10] . We see from the above equation that if 2n-m # 0 the time dependence of the nucleation probability can be ezponentially strong through the time dependence of ¢, (or equivalently, _b). If 2n-m = 0 but n # 0, the nucleation probability is still time dependent in the Jordan frame, and time dependent in the Einstein frame if n#l.
For arbitrary functions F(_) and G(_), we can expect much richer time dependence of the bubble nucleation rate.
To conclude, we have found that in generalized extended inflation theories, the bubble nucleation rate acquires an explicit time dependence, even in the limit of freezing out gravitational effects.
The time dependence will be ezponentially strong in the generic case.
This remarkable feature of the theories encompassed by our model provides optimistic prospects for the success of percolation, since the time dependence of the percolation parameter e is enriched through the time dependence of the nucleation probability.
